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INTERCITY INDUSTRIAL TAX COMPARISONS, 1971-1973 
I nt roduct ion 
This study presents the results of efforts to update the intercity 
comparisons of state and local taxes on manufacturing firms as reported in 
a 1972 study entitled "Intercity Comparison of Taxes on lndustry." 1 The 
intent of this study is to determine the changing tax position of Omaha 
relative to other cities since 1971. Recommendations for improving the 
attractiveness of Omaha as a site for industrial location are provided in 
the final section. 
Methodology 
A general description of the procedures used for the two studies is 
provided below; and a more detailed outline of assumptions is provided in 
Appendix I. Briefly, the analysis involved the application of the 
"hypothetical tax bill technique" to measure intercity tax differentials for 
13 manufacturing industries among 41 cities in 31 states. 2 
Under the "hypothetical tax bi 11 technique" a model corporation was 
constructed for each manufacturing industry by first computing average financial 
operating ratios by industry. From these ratios, an income statement and 
balance sheet was constructed for the representative firm in each industry. 
1Ralph H. Todd, "Intercity Comparison of Taxes on Industry," Urban Affairs 
Kaleidoscope (University of Nebraska at Omaha: School of Public Affairs and 
Community Service) April, 1972, p. 7. 
2Firms in the following manufacturing industries are included in the studies: 
Apparel; Leather; Food & Kindred Products; Rubber & Miscellaneous Plastics; 
Printing; Electrical Machinery; Fabricated Metals; Stone, Clay & Glass; Instruments; 
Primary Metals; Transportation Equipment; Chemicals; and Other Machinery. 
3Cities included in the study are: Albuquerque, Atlanta, Billings, Boise, 
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Council Bluffs, Dallas, Denver, Des Moines, Detroit, 
Fargo, Houston, lndianapol is, Kalamazoo, Kansas City, Mo., Lincoln, Louisville, 
Los Angeles, Madison, Memphis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New York, Oklahoma City, 
Omaha, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore., Raleigh, Roanoke, 
Seattle, Sioux Falls, Spokane, St. Joseph, St. Louis, St. Paul, Tulsa, and Wichita. 
2 
Since t!:Le balance s.heets: and i:ncome statements were constructed from data re-
presenting extsttng i:ndustrtes, to.ey are not necessarily cliaractertstic of a firm 
of any parti:cular stze. 4 Tliey do, nowever, present a picture of tEte industry as 
a whole and can be considered ''representative'' of tne industry. 
The same balance s6.eets and income statements were used for tax computa-
tlons at all sites for &otft 1971 and 1973. Thus all factors, otELer tELan taxes, 
are held constant among tELe al ternati:ve locati:ons. Tftis allows for an analysts 
of changes In rank from 1971 to 1973. 
Tax bills were computed for plants tn their ftrst year of operation as well 
as for establrshed plants (i.e., In second year of operation). The tax bill i.s 
based on taxes lmposed directly on the firm, with no attempt made to allow for 
any tax shifting. In other words, it ls assumed that either corporations are 
unable to pass on the burden of higher taxes or that all competitors are able to 
do so to an equal extent. 
For comparative purposes, a $4,000,000 firm with a branch plant having 75 
percent of Its total payroll, property, and out-of-state sales was established 
for each of the 13 Industries. Again, thts was held constant throughout the 41 
sites; with tax costs being the only factor allowed to change. 
Summary - The $4,000,000 Ftrm in Omaha 
The relative tax position of the Omaha firm declined from 1971 to 1973 
with first year taxes being considerably higher than taxes for the established 
firm for both 1971 and 1973. This decline in rank was not drastic, but it 
was prevalent throughout the 13 industry groups .. At the same time, the tax bill 
4Tne operating and financial ratios were computed from data presented by 
tne Feder a 1 Trade Comm tsston and Secu rtty ExcELange Comnltss[on in tELelr Quarter 1 y 
F.i.nancial Re ort for Manufacturtng Cor orations and supplemented 5y data from 
CenS;us of anufatturerS:j Stat(S:t[ts Of (ntome, and EJiJpl6yliJer\t Stattsttcs;, 
3 
for the Omaha firms expressed as a percentage of the median tax bill 
for the 41 cities tended to increase throughout the 13 industry groups. 
When the comparisons are based solely on tax bills, Omaha's attractiveness 
as a site for the location of the typical manufacturing firm has dec] ined 
since 1971. 
Results for the Firm's First Year of Operation. The first-year tax 
bill results indicate that Omaha now ranks slightly below the median when 
compared to 40 other central city locations. Also, results indicate that 
Omaha's position is declining. By 1973, only two of the 13 firms ranked 
better than 21st. At the same time, the tax bill for the Omaha firm was 
increasing as a percentage of the median. Table I presents these comparisons. 
As can be noted in Table I, only five industry groups had firms with taxes 
below the median. By 1973 this had dropped to two (apparel and leather). 
Table I also presents results (1973 ranking and comparison with the 
median) when the Nebraska tax statutes are modified to exempt industrial 
machinery and equipment from sales and use taxes. When such an exemption 
is allowed, Omaha's relative rank is substantially improved in all 
industrial classifications. 
Results for the Firm's Second Year of Operation. The second-year tax 
bill presents somewhat more of a brighter picture when compared to the first-
year tax bill (see Table II). Overall, the tax bill and tax rankings are both 
better than first-year results. However, ten of the 13 industry groups had 
firms with a lower rank in 1973 than in 1971. Three firms (other fabricated 

























RELATIVE TAX BILLS FOR AN OMAHA-BASED MANUFACTURING PLANT IN ITS 
FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION: 1971, 1973, AND 1973 MODIFIED 11 
Rank (Out of 41 Cities) Tax Bill as Percentage 
Modified 2 
1971 1973 1973 1971 1973 
15 16 9 83 89 
12 15 8 84 88 
19 21 12 98 100 
20 21 14 98 100 
20 22 13 99 103 
22 24 13 100 105 
25 25 15 ll 0 1 13 
24 26 15 ll 0 112 
25 26 18 107 112 . 
21 25 18 100 105 
25 26 17 119 116 
24 26 14 107 108 
21 24 13 100 l Q l 

















2The modified tax ranking for 1973 represents what would happen if ftrst-year sales-use 
























TABLE I I 
RELATIVE TAX BILLS FOR AN OMAHA-BASED MANUFACTURING l 
PLANT IN ITS SECOND YEAR OF OPERATION: 1971 AND 1973 
, Rank' (Ow t cH 41 Gities) Tax B i 11 as Percentage of Median 
1971 1973 1971 1973 
6 13 83 81 
10 12 83 84 
13 16 88 92 
14 19 86 96 
16 18 90 98 
18 18 90 98 
21 21 100 100 
16 22 95 100 
22 23 103 102 
21 21 100 100 
21 22 100 1 03 
16 20 93 100 
14 17 88 97 
1Tax bills based on $4,000,000 firm. 
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held constant. 5 In 1971, four firms were being taxed either an amount 
equal to or exceeding the median. :sy 1973 this had risen to six firms. 
The Larger Firm 
For purposes of comparison, an $8,000,000 firm was introduced into the 
model with somewhat different assumptions. Here it was assumed that 100 
percent of the firm's property and payroll were in the state (i.e., domestic 
firm) and 95 percent of the firm's sales were out-of-state. Results of the 
tests indicate that little change occurs when a larger firm is introduced. 
The rankings for the Omaha~based firm remain about the same as those for the 
$4,000,000 firm, and the direction of change (from 1971 to 1973) is also the 
same. Tables II I and IV present these results. 
Tax Bills and Relative Emphasis on Types of Taxes 
To determine to what extent, if any, the degree of reliance upon a 
particular state and local tax is associated with high or low tax locations, 
the relative importance of individual taxes for the 20 locations with the 
lowest taxes were compared with the 20 locations having the nighest taxes. 
Results are presented in Table V. Excluding the labor intensive industries 
(i.e., apparel and leather) relatively heavier reliance is placed on both 
the sales and property tax in those locations having the higher tax bills. 
Less reliance is placed on corporate income and unemployment taxes. 
51n contrast, the first-year tax bill ranking for Lincoln, Nebraska improved 
in 11 of the 13 industry groups. The other two industry.groups held constant. 
All 13 industry groups have lower tax bills in Lincoln than in Omaha. Lincoln's 
lower sales tax (3 percent versus 3 1/2 percent) and a lower effective property 
tax rate account for this. For the second-year tax bill, Omaha has a better 
ranking than Lincoln in 11 of the 13 industry groups; with Lincoln ranking ahead in 
the leather and apparel industries. In the former cases, the lower average 
assessment ratio on industrial property in Douglas County outweighed the lower 
industrial property tax rate in Lancaster County. 
Overall, first-year tax bills were lowest in Roanoke, Virginia for ten of 
the 13 industry groups with St. Louis, Missouri ranking lowest in the other three 
groups. For the second-year tax bill, Roanoke was lowest in all 13 industry 
groups. A detailed comparison of the tax bills for the 13 industry groups is 
presented in the Appendix. 
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TABLE Ill 
RELATIVE TAX BILLS FOR AN OMAHA-BASED MANUFACTURING PLANT IN ITS 
FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION: 1971, 1973, AND 1973 MODIFIED 
Rank (Out of 41 Cities) Tax Bill as Percent~ge~of Median 
Industry Modifiei Modified 2 
Group 1971 1973 1973 1971 1973 1973 
Apparel 14 15 9 83.5 89.3 77.0 
Leather 12 15 9 82.4 89.1 82.7 
Food & Kindred 22 23 12 100.2 l 0 l . l 81.9 
Products 
Printing 22 22 15 103.2 103.6 81.7 
Electrical 22 22 15 l 0 l . l 103.4 91.4 
Machinery 
Other Fabricated 24 23 15 106.5 l 04.0 86.3 
Metals 
~ Stone, Clay & 25 26 16 ll 1 . 4 117.0 89.8 
Glass 
Instruments 25 26 17 112.4 lll . 8 86.6 
Primary Metals 25 27 18 l 08. l 115.9 93.8 
Transportation 24 26 19 107.8 105.0 94.2 
Equipment 
Chemicals 25 27 18 129.4 119.9 87.9 
Other 25 25 17 108.8 1~7.2 86.6 
Machinery 
Rubber & 22 23 13 100.7 100.3 86.9 
Plastics 
1Tax bills based on $8,000,000 firm. 
2The modified tax ranking for 1973 represents what would happen if ftrst-year sales-use' 
tax levies on machinery and equipment were dropped. 
8 
TABLE IV 
RELATIVE TAX BILLS FOR AN OMAHA-BASED MANUFACTURING 1LANT IN ITS 
SECOND YEAR OF OPERATION: 1971 AND 1973 
Rank (Out of 41 Cities) Tax B i 11 as Percentage of Median 
1 ndustry 
Group 
. }971 1973 1971 1973 
Apparel 6 13 80.4 84.8 
Leather 7 12 82.7 87.7 
Food & Kindred 10 15 87.7 95.6 
Products 
Printing 13 17 85.6 . 96.6 
Electrical 16 19 91.5 99.1 
Machinery 
Other Fabricated 16 20 91.7 99.8 
Metals 
Stone, Clay & 21 19 100.0 98.9 
Glass 
Instruments 16 22 97-3 103.2 
Primary 24 22 112.1 101 .4 
Metals 
Transportation 23 21 102.4 100.0 
Equipment 
Chemicals 22 23 100.2 102.6 
Other 16 22 96.7 101 . 2 
Machinery 
Rubber ·& 13 16 87.8 96. 1 
Plastics 
1 Tax bills based on $8,000,000 firm. 
Industry 
Group 


































RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF MAJOR STATE AND LOCAL TAXES I 
BY INDUSTRY GROUP: HIGH TAX VERSUS LOW TAX LOCATIONS 
Percent of Total 
Income Sales Unemployment 
Tax Tax Insurance Tax 
9.94 19. 15 10.97 
3.73 35.83 6.79 
4.27 38.75 5.99 
13.55 24.32 7.64 
6.39 27.80 5.68 
6.25 29.41 4.53 
9.06 28.02 7.43 
6.89 34.83 li. 75 
3.94 36.59 4.11 
13.60 21.30 14.94 
7.19 24.54 11.63 
6.87 27.98 9.74 
14. 18 21.55 14.80 
6.81 29.39 11 . 05 
6.82 31 .53 9. 18 
'13.51 19.75 13.76 
5.14 29.16 8.46 
5.79 32.26 7.56 
13.92 19.28 13.05 
4.93 30.44 8.00 


























Percent of Total 
1 ndustry Income Sales Unemployment Property 
Group Tax Tax Insurance Tax Tax 
Food & Kindred 
Products 
Low 20 17,70 21,70 10,40 41,30 
High 20 11 ,00 31,60 ],50 46,60 
Omaha 9,60 35,00 6,60 46,60 
Chemicals 
Low 20 14, 16 21 ,80 6,70 50,09 
High 20 4,69 36,70 3, 70 51 ,99 
Omaha 5,05 41 ,62 3, 14 48,05 
Rubber & Miscellaneous 
Plastics 
Low 20 12,69 23,07 13,45 45.38 
High 20 6,55 28,33 10,38 51 ,59 
Omaha 6,28 33,22 8,65 49,47 
Printing 
Low 20 14,85 17.77 18.08 41 .86 
High 20 8,17 31 ,26 13, 11 43,52 
Omaha 7.63 34,85 11 , 45 43,41 
Apparel 
Low 20 13,74 16,86 25,09 40,18 
High 20 14,78 16,90 28,30 35,38 
Omaha 11.13 22,20 22,95 4L 17 
Leather 
Low 20 12,31 15,49 19,96 45,00 
High 20 lJ ,88 17,98 23.30 39,83 
Omaha ]0,60 20,03 18,96 47,73 
I comparisons are for the firm in its first year of operation. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
The extent of industrialization in Omaha depends on the relative advantage 
of Omaha's location over other areas. The importance of state and local taxes 
in the overall investment climate of a location may initially be overshadowed 
by other more prominent considerations such as availability of productive labor, 
raw materials, proximity to markets, adequate transportation facilities, avail-
ability of space and other amenities provided at the location. For a firm with 
other important locational considerations, a relatively high tax bill may be 
a small price to pay for an otherwise advantageous site. Nevertheless, to the 
extent that several locations conform to a manufacturer's basic plant requirements 
and to the extent the firm has sufficient location flexibility so that it can 
invest and operate at about the same level of efficiency in alternative locations, 
total state and local taxes are valid costs which must be considered in making 
6 
location decisions. 
Three conclusions are reached from an analysis of the tax bill comparisons 
of 1971 and 1973: (1) Omaha's relative tax position has weakened (despite the 
introduction of a property tax exemption on inventories; (2) the first-year tax 
bill (relative to the second-year) appears to be the most important tax obstacle 
to the location of new firms; and (3) relatively labor intensive firms (i.e., 
apparel and leather ) find Omaha more attractive than the capital intensive firms. 
In short, the tax structure imposes disincentives against the capital intensive 
firm. 
In addition to the heavy reliance placed upon property taxes (which is 
characteristic of the higher tax locations), the relative tax disadvantage of 
Omaha as a location appears to be largely attributed to the fact that the 
6A recent survey of Industrial Determinants 1971-1975 indicates that firms 
with plans to establish new plants believe tax incentives and/or tax holidays are 
of critical and/or significant value in locational decisions. (See Appendix 11 I) 
12 
State and the City levy a sales and use tax upon equipment and machinery 
purchases. In 23 of the locations in the study, new industrial equipment is 
7 
either partially or completely exempted from the sales-use tax. 
The rational for excluding equipment and machinery from the sales-use tax 
is persuasive. 8 First, if machinery and equipment used in the production of 
consumer goods is taxed along with the final product, an element of multiple 
taxation of the same consumer expenditure is introduced. Second, a tax on 
machinery and equipment will affect the choice among various methods of 
production. Since the tax 1 iability is not uniform with all methods of 
production, it tends to cause inefficiency in the production process. Third, 
replacement of old equipment will be delayed. Finally, firms in the state will 
be placed at a competitive disadvantage in competition with firms in states 
not taxing equipment and machinery. 
Although virtually all sales taxes were at one time applied to industrial 
machinery and equipment, the noticable trend has been toward their exemption. 
For the above reasons, serious consideration should be given to weighing the 
loss of tax revenue (given a sales tax exemption to industrial machinery and 
equipment) against the impact that such a tax has on industrial investment. 
7
states that allow partial or total sales-use tax exemptions on machinery 
and equipment are: Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, California, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, 
,ldaho,,lodian9, Kentuoi;.y,, ~1a,ine 1 , Maryland, Missouri, Michigan, Montana, New Hampshire, 
New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carol ina, Tennessee, 
Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin. (See Table Appendix II I) 
8John F. Due, State and Local Sales Taxation, (Chicago, Ill lnois: Public 
Administration Service, 1971) p. 52. Professor Due devotes a full chapter to the 
question of exclusions and exemptions from the sales-use tax for producers goods. 
APPENDIX I 
Assumptions_Regarding Tax Bill Computations 
Taxes taken into account are state and local qualification, franchise, 
sales and use, property, corporate income and unemployment compensation taxes. 
When levied annually, special taxes and licenses are included in the estimates 
of tax bills. (see Appendix I I for a description of the taxes) 
Nonrecurring taxes during Year I are those taxes levied on purchases of 
building materials and equipment which are assumed to have been purchased new 
and at the site. The tax bills presented in Appendix I are based on a 
corporation with $4,000,000 assets, 75 percent of property and payroll at the 
location site, and 75 percent of sales made to out-of-state customers. Data 
from the year-end balance sheet and operating statement is the basis for the 
assessment and tax computations. Average assessment ratios obtained from local 
assessment officials were used to determine property tax liabilities, and 
unemployment compensation taxes were based on average tax rates. 
Additional assumptions are: 
(l) Initial purchase of building materials during Year I for the construction 
of a new plant is assumed to be 50 percent of total building cost; 
(2) machinery and equipment are purchased new and annual purchases are 10 
percent of initial purchases ( 5 percent for.repla~ement and 5 percent for growth); 
(3) purchases of supplies are assumed to equal 2.5 percent of sales; 
(4) the number of employees can be determined by capital-employment ratios; 
(5) the breakdown of inventories by industry is given by the ratios of 
finished products, work-in-process and raw materials obtained from the 1963 and 
1967 Census of Manufacturers. 
APPENDIX I I 
Taxes on lndu~ 
The methods which the several locations use to tax industrial corporations 
do not differ drastically; in fact, most locations levy similar kinds of taxes. 
The tax burden differentials result from difference in tax rates and variations 
in tax bases with respect to the types of property exempt or taxed along with 
differences as to the relative weight bf taxes in the overall tax structure. 
The latter accounts for the fact that a given tax system will be more favorable 
to one type of industry than to another type or will be more favorable to a 
given concern under specified operating conditions than under other conditions. 
Qualification Fees and Taxes 
These are nonrecurring fees and taxes payable at the time of the organization 
of a domestic corporation and imposed upon foreign corporations qualifying for 
doing business in the state other than the state of incorporation. Although 
qualification fees and taxes represent a small percentage of state tax revenue 
it can be a sizable element in the initial cost of a newly locating industrial 
firm. 
Franchise Taxes 
Almost every state imposes annual taxes on domestic or foreign corporations, 
in the nature of franchise or privilege taxes which are in addition to the non-
recurring taxes and fees. Statutory definitions of the base for franchise taxes 
are diverse. Some states use authorized capital stock, some employ par value 
of issued stock, whereas some employ paid in capital or net worth as the franchise 
tax base. 
Sales and Use Taxes 
The retail sales tax and its companion the use tax make up the single most 
Corporation Income Taxes 
Corporation income tax rates are usually proportional. The median 
marginal tax rate is 6% but varies between 2 and 18 percent among the several 
states. Seven cities which are included in the study levy separate income 
taxes. The rates range from l to 6 7/10 percent. There are also considerable 
differences in state corporate income tax bases. For example, federal income 
is used as the state tax base in 28 states and federal income taxes are 
deductible in calculating state income taxes in only ll states. 
Unemployment Compensation Taxes 
Despite the fact that it differs significantly from other business taxes, 
due to its special benefit character, the unemployment compensation tax is also 
brought into the business tax cost comparison. Maximum rates range from 
2.7 to 5.0 percent. However, as with the other taxes the nominal rates are 
an unreliable index of the tax burden. This is because of the significant 
difference in the taxable wage base. In 46 states only the first $4,200 of 
wages paid to each employee is subject to the tax. In other states the wage 
base subject to tax ranges upward to $7,200. 
APPENDIX Ill 
INDUSTRIAL LOCATION DETERMINANTS 1971-1975 
Industry Number Tenative Plans Preference Preference for Tax Incentives or Tax Holidays 
of for New Plant for Community (a) critical (b) significant 
Firms and/or Expansion Central 250,000-499,999 value and/or average 
1971-1975 City value 
Nr. (%) Nr. (%) Nr. (%) N r. (%) Nr. (%) 
Food 56 15 27 9 16 9 16 5 9 40 71 
Misc. Mfg. 56 13 23 7 13 3 5 5 9 43 77 
Glass Products 27 l 0 37 0 0 l 4 4 15 19 70 
Plastics 102 35 34 3 3 9 9 8 8 67 66 
Publishing, Print. 166 39 23 24 14 14 8 18 l l ll 0 66 
Textiles 66 28 42 0 0 3 5 5 8 32 48 
Transportation 68 34 50 2 3 0 0 3 4 46 68 
Chemicals 120 53 44 3 3 12 10 7 6 89 74 
Primary Metals 279 50 18 9 3 21 8 27 10 189 68 
Fabricated Metals 398 100 25 29 7 37 9 26 7 287 72 
Instruments 117 40 34 l l 9 13 l l 7 6 84 72 
Machinery (exc. 
El ectri cal) 642 137 21 21 3 50 8 56 9 437 68 
Elect. Machinery 315 73 23 23 7 27 9 25 8 206 65 
Totals 2,412 554 23 141 6 199 8 196 8 l '649 68 
Source: Data obtained from "Survey of Industrial Location Determinants, 1971-1975", a special survey conducted by 
the U.S. Bureau of the Census for the Economic Development Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, 1973 
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NewJerscy 040 041 o 0 1 J o '?'J38 o l o o 1 .-;, i ·;) ! :::,53~ 
New Mexico 1----t-=---+--1---f--+-:'o:-+-o::C. -1---f-::Oo:-+--+--,L--'-:--,:03:;-;s+-+--:.,:-. +-o.,-f---o'c---ji--:_o:--~-:;--j 
NewYork o14.54.5" os4 014 ~43 043 043 o 043 oss o v o o c :~ 
Norlh Carolina o41 044 c45 o o o c/'>2! u=-.·---t---'"-Li_-1 
North Dakota J-:.,:---+-'--+-:":-+---l-:o:-_4"3;-t--;:o-;4-;;3-\--o;;-;43;;-t--"--f-cu:--+--+--+--f----+:-.,c--+ i.-o:=--1---'c-· -,!-, --o v , o 1 co 
Ohio ~"-'3----~":c':c3+---+---+---~o~~~-r-:o:c·_r-'"~t---r-~l-----r---+---fi--:c-''~· --~~-~~~o~-:.oc.,--_.L~o_L,----O~Iahoma o e ~ o o ·o o :.. i -\,)i 
Oregon o46 o 046 048 a o o -:... 0 l v f o ! 
Pennsylvania o o o o ce o o o :-J o o ' o ! ..;:.. 1 
Rhode Island o28 o2a o o o o o i o c 
South Carolina f------!l---+--+-.,:=--+:-o-l-:o:-+-o:=--+-o::-+-C:o-l--t-::__+-o::-+--l-:o:-1-o:-l---=--t--:o:-+-u'-· ---r--"C,_ - :--
South Dakota o o o o 0 o o o \ c ! v o 
Tennessee l-----il--c.,-t---l-.,:::,o;a+,_,~,a+-=o-+-:o:-+,::-+-::o-l--:<>4=71---i--+-:.,c;,.,-1-t-:o~· +-+! ---i[·-o::-+o-c-+-:o-)-' --_1-l 
Texas o23 e23 o56 osa o o o ~ ! _l o o ! I 
Utah ~-----+~-+---+~-+~-+~a~+-o~+----1---+---t---f-----t---~o~--;o-+~o~!~o~+l-'v~~o~~~---
Vermont '-----il---l--+--+-+--+--l-:--+--=:"-;;;-l--·i-'"'::_-l--+.::c;3-'::':8-f-::-1:-""-!l--.::o_:l.-'':..:_.1.-~ I ~") ! 
-1Jirginia !--- o o49 o72 u 1 ,;-~!~ 
Washington o e o 021 o v ! ... 0 ; v --U 
~~::o~;~~nia " " o o51 : ~ " : : : ~ : I ~ ;=J,· .1. 
Wyoming o23 o23 o o o o •1-l o l c ! o o i c. ~ 
STATE TOTALS 19 19 9 !6 24 40 29 26 42 I 3 6 19 19 37 I 38 I 39 :50 I 50 i 9 ! 








RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 
1973: YEAR I 
INDUSTRY APPAREL 
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- -----------·------- ----------- -- . -------LOCATION FROM 
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b RANKING$ FOR COLUMN 2 INDUSTRY APPAREL 1973: YEAR I (MODLFIEO • MACHINERY ·EXEMPTL 
LOCATION ... 




i ! _1 . 
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32 ... VIR. R'UANOKE. ··:~::=:: 46927.41 -56631.15 
15 . MO. .. ST.LOUIS 65736,75 -37821.£ll 
29 HNN,. MFMPHIS 662'•2• 75 -37315.Al 
22 .... ____ N.C. RilLE lGH ... 67't86. 63 -36071.93 
25_ OKLA. OKLA. C ................ 70727,13 . -32831.43 
16 MO, . ST. JOE . 716~5.56 -3190<'.99 
'•0 IDI\HO !301SF. ...... 75639,30 .-27919.10 
19 ..... NfllR, LINCOLN . •756Q5.8!l -27872.68 
lB._ ...... NE!lR, __ ..... OMAHA .. ........ 76790.81 -26767.74 
4 GEORGIA ATLANTA 77663.88 -2589 1t.68 
26 ......... OKLA. . .... TULSA 80972,50 -22586.06 
6 ......... I ND,,. INDPL S. 82125.4'• -21'.33. 12 
31 TEXAS DALLAS 8'•'t!l0.06 -l9078.tt9 
37. ORFGCIN PORTLAND 84747.75 _ -18810.81 
3 COLO. DENVER ... ... . 05398,75 -18159.81 
17 .. MO. KANSAS C 85580.38 -1797fl.l8 
5 ILL. CHICAGD !18309,08 -15248,68 
.36 S,D, SOUIX FA 90670.19 -12888.37 
9 ......... KANSAS WICHIT/1 91017.44 -1254lol2 
30 .. TEXAS HOUSTON 96518.50 -70'•0.06 
24 .......... OHIO. CINN. 97303.38 -:-6255.18 
.. 33 ....... WISC ............ MADISON 99139.56 ......... -4 1tl8.99 
. 2 7 _ PA. . ......... PH I LA. 1 021'17. l3 ......... - 8ll. 43 
2 8 .. .. . .PI\, . PI TT , .. l 054 5 1 • 2 5 18 9 2. 69 
34. ___________ WISC ............. MllWAUKE ........ 108564.25 _5005.69 
21 .............. NEW YORK. ....... N. Y. 109104, BB 5546.32 
8 . I OW A C. A L U F F 11 0'• 4 9. 1 9 6 8 9 0 , 6 3 
10. KY. . .. LPUISVIL 111303.00 7744,44 
_13 MINN.. ST. PAUL _1Il47fl.3B_ 'f919.82 
... 2 3 · OH ! 0 C L E V E LAN . . 1 116 l 8 , 50 8 0 59 , 'l1t 
14 MINN. . . MPLS. ..112747.94 9189,38 
7 IOWA DES MOIN 113192.50 9633.94 
35. N,O, .... FARGO .!.!7306.00 l37tt7.'t4 
1 ARiZONA PHOENIX 116199,75 14641.19 
.H. MICH •. DETROIT .. 128209.31 2'•650.76 
12 . MICH. K'AI.AMAZO 135644.56 32086.01 
2 CALIF. L.A. 153133.50 1t9574,94 
39 WA·SH, SPOKANE 164366.63 60808.07 
38 WASH. SEATTLE !70110.38 66551.82 
20 _N,MEXitb ALBUQUER 196392.94 92834.38 
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RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 INDUSTRY 














32 _ . _---·VIR. ___ ..... _ IUlANllKE ... ----·------·-52097. 98 
15 __ MG ............. ST.LOUIS __ 6(>238.06 
25 OKLA... OKLA. C. ______________ 68912.56 
22 N.C. RALEIGH ·-·--·----- 70401,88 
_ 40 IDAHO_____ BOISE .......... _ 70664.69 
16 MO, ST. ,JOE __ ... 71127.50 
19 NEilR, _____ LINCOLN 
lB NERR. OMAHA 
9 '• GEORGIA __ ATLANTA 
10 31 TEXAS _DALLAS 
.. __ ll 29 . TFNN. , MEMPHIS 
12 26 OKL A, TUL S.l\ 
13 37 OREG.ON . POR TL AND 
' l't. 9 KANSAS _WICHITA 
15 6 IND. IN DP L S, 
16 3 COLO, DFNVER 
'17 17 .. MO. 
18 36 .. s.o. 




19 30 _____ TfXIIS 
20_ 5 __ ILL. 
21_ _24 OHIO .. __ CINN. 
22 _______ 21 ... NEW YORK N.Y. . _____ __ 
2:1.__ 33 ...... WI SC. MAD! SON 
24 27 ....... ... PA. _ . _ ..... PH I L II. 
.. --· ·----· 
25_ _13_ -------- MINN. ST, PAUl .. ___ .... 
2 6 .14 . ________ MINN. _ .. M P L S • 
27 1 AR! ZONA PHD EN JX 
_ 20 28 -··-·-- PI\, PITT, 
29 U ________ I OW A_ _____ . C •. BLUFF ____ __ _ 
30 .. ____ 23 OHI 0 ·------ CLEVELAN 
31 3'• WI SC. .. ....... MILWAUKE 
32 10 KY. LOU I SVI L 
3 3 7 ...... ____ I OW A DES M 0 l N 
__ 34 35 .N.D. FARGO 
.35 ll ____ ... MICH. . DETROIT ... 
36 12 _____ .MICH. KALAMAZd 
37 2 CALIF. L.A. 
38. 39 WASH. SPOKANE 
39 38 WASH. SEATTLE 
40 20 N.MEXICO 1\LflliQUER 
41 41 . -MONTANA BILLiNGS 
- i 
76939,50 
. 78 1t15. 06 
7842 9. 5(} 
_78565.25 
79159.06 















10782 o. 75 









13 75 2 2. 31 ' 
1'•'• 73 7. 06 
l. 50B43, 88 
l. 82 772.44 
189lt22.01' 




-34 260. 26 
-31585.76 
-30096. 4'• 








-20 388. 3!3 























3 70 23.99 
44230.74 
50 3'•5. 56 
Q2274.12 
88924.'•9 
0 RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 4 1973: YEAR 2 INDUSTRY LEATHER 
____________________ DEVll>,T_IOt-J ____ _ 
FROI1 
----· --·--· ~-·- - -~----- -~---
\ l 
·--· -------
.LOCAT .I ON_ ___ . _____ _ 
MEAN -
--- -- ------ ---------·--. 
__ RANK NUMOER ______ 5IA_T E _______ C_I_l'V _______ B)\fS 
U. =-1 :_----~~_::3;.-_=:-__:-==~T~-.--_ _=__"P;(JANn~y-----3<T6sj. 98 -_:__ .:-s:(?(-,"8~"7;4== 
_ 2 ____________ 22 ________ N.C_. __________ BAL,E_l_(;H_, __ 2_9~~8.}2 -_31467. 91 
_____ 3_ __ _____ 15 _________ MO. _____ ST, L OU_I_S 610 35__._':1__4 ________ -2<) 890. 6B ____ _ 
\_' _____ 4 __________ 3l _______ TE)\_A~------f)All,AS__ 62_12_6__.__?2 ______ -28799._87 ___ _ 
5. 5 ___ --·-- ILL. ______ CHI c_AGQ___ 6)7_74 ,_l2 _________ -_2_7152. 50 
6_ ~ _______ 2 5 _ _ ______ OKL A_. _______ OK LA_ • __ C_. __________ (,'t ?_~_1._2_1 _____ :::_26 l't 5, 41 
.) ___ 7 ______________ 3 _______ COLD_. _____ DENVER 65'+ 52 ._1_2 _____ -2 54 74. 50 
8 ____________ 16 __________ MO. _____ ~S_l. _J DE 65_9_25 ._38 ______ --=-2 5001. 25 ____ _ 
9 40 ______ IDAHQ ______ flOI_Sf'_______ 65_<)_3__2. 56 -24'}94_._06 
, ' __ lO _ 29 _______ TENN. ____ MEMP_HIS_ 7l_fl~_5_,_50 -:1909_1.12_ __ 
ll __ _ _ ____ 19 _____ NEllR_. _____ L! NC.QLN ________ ??__2_Ce_l_.,_}j3 ______ ::_1_8665 ._25 
12 18 NffiR. OMAHA 729(,5_._I_5 -:_17960._87 
C' , =~ 13_--_~=~~=--3 6 -~-=:·s. n.' __ -:-=:=:sc)l! 1 5Ci'A- _ ]_2'1 s_O._[l1_ _____ ~179'• s. at 
14 ___________ 4 _______ GfOR_~_I__!\__ ____ ATLANTA 73 702 _ _.__3B _________ -:_l 7 224_~]5 ____ _ 
15 30 __ ------TEXAS ______ HOUS T_CN ________ 73Jl32_._2_5 ______ :1}094. _37 ___ _ 
16 26 OKLA. TULSA 74253,31 -16673.31 
- 17 9 _______ KANSAs:~:-=-=-= WI CHirC::::::=--. 7tttt6_5"_;:t)_:~:.=_---:::t646t._50 ____ . 
10 ______ 6 _______ I ND, _ ---·-··-··l NOPLS •.. _. _______ 7!.786~•-0_f,__ _______ -:_13140. 56 
_ 19 17 __________ MO. ------KANSAS (: _____ J(J3l']_,~l_::l__ ________ :l_2607. 50 
_ 2 0 ... ___ __ _3"f ___ ___ OR F G(J_/'l _______ P 0 RI l,_AN _Q ______ no g 59_. '}__4_ ----~1 Q fl6 6. 69 
2 l _____ -~24 _______ 01-II (J _________ C INN. ____ . 86;3_80_._2 5 -:.'+ 51t6 _._37 __ 
2 2 ------- 8 101-/A _____ __:___C, B Ll.JFF 92_'t_4;;>_. _ _?J>_ 15 15.94 __ _ 
2 3 __________ 33 ________ W ISC_. ______ MAP!S[_;N 92_'1_1_6_,_1_'] 2049_;~')1)___ __ 
24 .. ______ 2l _______ NEW _'(J_1_!!._1$_ ____ N.Y. 93770.25 28'+3.63 
2 s _ ____ _ __ _ L .. _____ I OWl\ _____ ._n E:·s·__:_Bj:1(N_::_==::-----_9?.i!;2~~-69 _________ '+31 6. qo __ 
_ 26 __________ 27 _____ PA. PHil,_/\_•___ 95_5_~3.25 '•t,26.63 ___ _ 
27 _________ 13 _______ M I Nf'!_•--·- _S T • __ P_AUl, ________ C)_56}_1_,_]_?_ 4 705. 13 
) 2B ________ l4 ______ MINN. MPLS.____ ~_7()20~·_5_0 6101.88 
__ 2 9 28 f>.A • ______ P!T_T._______ 99()_1,__fl_,_{,2___ ________ 8 09l_._06 ___ _ 
3 0 __ _____ 2 3 OHI_Q ________ CLf:.V_F.LAN lQO?J__l__._2 5 ________ 98 10. 63 
3 1_·--·--·--- -· 35 _________ N .o • _____ f_.AR(;O - --- .l0321t L•_l9 ____________ ),23llt. ?6 ___ --
3 2 _______ 34 ___________ W! Sf_• _________ .M T L WA lJK E 10_~3__7{,. 00 -------~12 449. 38 
3 3 _ -·----- l O _____ K Y., ··--- LOU[S V_I_I,_ J_038 _2Q_, QO _______ 12923._38 ___ _ 
34 1 ARIZONA PHOENIX 107760.75 16834.13 
- ····----·----- ____________ ,.._ ___ , ___ . _____________ ___.__ ------ ----------------~--- -- -~---~-
35 . _____ 2 _________ CAL IF__.. ____ \--._1\•___ 11_81{,_6_, _ _56 ______ _?.7239,94 
36 ll MICH. DETROIT 118'•97.94 27571.31 
·) 31 12_~~:-_-=:_M ICB:.::_=---~iiL, AM t\Zo _______ fz_~l_i~~.::_()o _______ 34 2'•5:.)a 
38 39 WASH. SPOKANE 126006,25 J5079.63 39·:=- _ 36 :_-~_::_=-WA_S~t~====~Et.J T tf___ l)!:C~:2. __ 69_=-==-~~40236. oi,- --· 
40 20 N.MEX!CO ALBUQUER 1A2747.44 91820.01 








------- -------- -------------------------------------------------- --------- - ------
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._; ---.. - -·-·- ......... ---------- --------~--.. -
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10 .... KY. 
3 1 . . __ H XA S 
27 PA. 
.. 2A ......... PA. 
.............. ll -·-·· MICH. 
33 WI SC. 
-- ----~- __ ...,..... •.. 
21 _____ , NEW YORK 
30 ............. TEXAS 
23 ........... 0~11 0 
3 ........ COLO. 
36 ____ ... s.o. 
3't WI SC. 




OKLA. C ............. .. 
MEMPHIS 
ST. ,JOE 
























--- .... ----· . 
K AL.AM ~Z.f'J 

































........... DES MOIN 
CHICAGO 
FARGO 
- . - ____ , ;' _ ·-·· SPOKANE 
WASH, 
CAll F, 
M INN, .. 
MINN. 
MONTANA 












































































































RA~KINf.S FOR COLUMN 4 
19731 YEAR 2 
I NrlUSTR V FOOD & KINIJIIF.O 
· · ·· ..... ·-- ...... .. ·· ................................ · .................... ----·--=----·=-·-.. ·-· ------· ............ ··.n F .. ' .. v.r.·.~ T ,_ .. oN·~:.-_· 
. ... -----· --- .... - ----·-------~-....... -- ----·-- -··· ~ --
RANK 
LOCATION FRUH 
NU MilE R .. ·: . -~:~ .•. Sf A :r._c:=..=:::.- -C)J.{=~·==-~~!A_l(l[~- ·------· .... ~EA .N .. -·--
,.. ______ . ----- ---- -------- -------------··· ~--- .... --------~-----·-------·-
~-- -- ----- --------- ------·------------ -----~--- .... ··----. -·-------~----·--'------..-------·-· -------·;-·-. -------
--- - ________ ...._ __ -·--·. ···----- ------- ·- ····--------.·----- ,, ----·-----···--------... ~---·-----·--·-·-··----------~------ ·- ---- ................. . 
··' 
~--- ----- -·· _________ __. ..... __.__..-, __ _ 
--........ ~-__ ...._ _______ ......._.., _.... .. .....!...----~~--- ·<---~----· --···--·--- -· -~ 
------- ____ ................ -·-------.... ~ ... --
------ ---· .. - ·-- -------- .. ----···-·-··--· .. ·--~---·-···---..-...--~ ~------.. --~----------~-~------------.. ----· .... ··-- ·-···-
---- --· ~- ---- -- ---··-· • - ...... ~ ..... - .... ~~-~--~---·--~-----~---··-...... ·-----.. .....0-- -------·-·--------... -------~ ------ --- -- .... 
------ -· ..... -.------ .. ·------ ----·-·--------------....... -------·--.. ·----~-------------·----
() -·-- --............................... ---·--
------ --~- ........... -------·-~----~..------------~---___. ... -~ ..... ---~-··-----~--.. _.-....---- -----·------ ------ ·-· .•. ·---- .. 
------ ......... '··-·-·-----------·------... -· ............ __ _ --· "-' --''-·----~-c· 
(.-.)·. -+ ....... .. 
.. I_ .. .. 






RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 
1973: YEAR I 
INDUSTRY PRINTING 
·----------- ----· ....... . DEVIATION 
·---------·---·----·-- -~----------
LOCATION _______________ ----------·------------------ FRnl1 _______ __ 
NUMRER STATE CITY TAXES MEAN 
-~ ·--· ~----·-· ... - ----~-----~~ .. -· -;-------------------- ----- . -------------~-------
------------------ .......... _, ________________________________ _ 
·,--· -· ... ·-. ----·-·---··--------------------
-+----- ..... -- .......... -----··-----------------·-· -------------------· 
-------- ·-------·------· ........... . 






RANKING$ FOR COLUMN 2 INDUSTRY PRINTING 
































... STATE C TTY 
_V-IR. ______ ROANOKE 
MO. ST.LOUIS 





















































N. y • 
23 ____ _ 3 
_NEW YORK 





































. , . 
. ···- -----· . 
MICH, DETROIT 
ARIZONA PHOENIX 



































-- ·- ---- 45074.4'> 
'47153.66 
51504.20 
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-lt007 2. 25 













-1081:8.35 I . 
-9424.97 
-8 4 71. 79 
-702'•.10 









10 50 5. 71 
t2609. 53 
13815.53 
14 tll. 90 













RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 4 
1973: YEAR 2 
INDUSTRY PRINTING 
I . , -
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RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 INDUSTRY 
1973: YEAR I (MODIFIED· MACHINERY eXEMPT) 
RANK 
LOCATION 






1 .. 32 VIR,________ ROANOKE 48494.68 -44075.58 
2 15 MO. ST.LOUIS 51585.34 -lt0'l84.92 
__ 3 ___ 25 ..... _,OKLA, _______ OKLA. C,_______ 58690,13 -33BfJ0,13 
. 4 .. 40 _______ IOAHO BOISE ________ 59(]24, B7 -32745. 1t0 
_ 5 16 ...... _. __ .MD. _ .... _ST. JOE ... ....... 61770.51 -3079<J. 76 
6 __ 2'l_ ....... TENN.··----·· MEMPHIS 65763,00 -26807.26 
1. 22 ·N.C. RALEIGH_______ 6834<J.OO -24221.26 
0 ....... 26 ________ CKLA, _______ TULSA 68640.13 -2393:1.1'• 
9 4 _______ GFORGIA ATLANTA__ 68950.31 -2361<J.<J5 
10 37 _________ DRFGON PORTLAND 70413.25 -22157.01 
lt 17 __________ MO .............. KANSAS C. 723'l0,25 -20180.01 
12 ........ _19 __________ NEBR.. LINCOLN 74'(5tt,'f5 -17815.51 
~--13 ____ lB __________ NEBR. OMAHA 75632,25 -16938.01 
14 24 _______ OHIO _____ CINN. . .. __ 78-(07.63 -13862.64 
15. _____ 21 _______ NEW YORK N.Y. 79187.19 -13383.08 
16 6 --··-···--·IND. lNOPLS. 8035'f,l'l -12213.08 
17 ________ 27 ________ PA. _ PHILA. 81450.69 .. -11119.58 
18 9 .... ___ KANSAS WICHIT.<\: 81906,00 -10664.26 
l'l .1 _________ IIRIZONA PHOENIX 83285,94. • -928't.33 
20 28 ....... _PA. .. _PITT. 84641.13 -7929.14 
21 10 ______ KY. LOUISVIL 85419.56 -7150.70 
22. ,31 __________ TEXAS. DALLAS 85797.44 . ___ _ _ -6772.83 
_23 _3 ........ _COLO ............ DENVER 89796,63. _____ ..... -2773.64 
24 _23 ________ 0HIO ............. CLEVELAN .... 'll562•06 .. -lOOR,20 
25 ______ 33 ________ WISC. ------·.MADISON ........ 94316.88 1746.61 
26 ___________ 30 ____________ TEXAS ________ HOUSTON 95fl93,25 3322.'19 
27 ____ ___ .ll MICH. ___ DETRO IT ....... 96194.38 3624.tl 
28 _ ·---- ;16 ............ S.D. _SOU IX E,A· 101995.56 9'•25.30 
29 ................ 34 ______ WISC_. _______ .. M!LWAUKE 106252.44 13682.17 
30 __________ 12~-----------~IICH. -KAL:AMAZO 108143.44 15573.17 
3 1 . _ _ ... 5 Ill. CH l C A CO l 0 93 85, 56 16 8 l 5. 30 
32 A ·-------··• IOWA C. BLUFF 112161,63 1'l591.36 
33 7 _______ :IOWA . ____ DES MOll\ ll't654,8l 220H't.55 
34 39 ---·--··-·WASH. SPOKANE l24fll7, 38 32247.11 
35 .. 13 _____ MINN. _______ ST. PAUL ________ 12711<J,50_ ...... 34549.21• 
36 35 -------·N.D. FARGO 129253.13 36682.86 
37 14 MINN. MPLS. 1291tl2.Jl 36842.05 
38 2 _______ CALIF, ____ L.ll. 129566,69 36996.42 
3'l 38 WASH. SEATTLE 132261.06 39&90.80 
40 20----------N.MEXICO AlllUQUER··· 147590.75 .. 55020.'•9 
41 41-- - ---:MONTANA .. BILUNGS l689'l2ol9 16421.92 
. 'I 
• ----- --··---- •f • 
' . ----··· ·-·· .. ------------------------ -------·-··-. 
. - - --~------ . -----~-- ---'"- - --- ~- ------
0 
-)_-
0 RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 4 1973: YEAR 2 INDUSTRY ELECTRICAL MACHINERY 
t ) 
1 ~. · ==T :_~_=-~ if~~-~~=- ~~~~------~f~~-~~ls ;.HH:-~g =-~~~-;,:%·:-6r----= 
I ____ 3 ____ ...... _ 22 · ····---N~c~--------ri.i\CJ:: fcH---·-----52. isT:·-zz---·----=z,,n 49 ,i;z -- --· 
\' __ 4 _______ 25- -------DKLA·;----·(Jh-A:·c·;;-· 533K4~-63--------~zi,216,01. 
5 __ . .. 4o _:_·::~~:-:-:.~=i oATici'==:i~b is F. -~~~=--==33'<7:t1~T2 _____ .::2308 J~s:C_~-~: 
6_ "-·· _ 3. ______ (;OL()_. ________ DENVER _ _54 5_4 2_,_16 _______ ::-2 30 58. 48 
(i ___ 7_ ---·····. ;!,9 ________ _TENN, MEMPH_1_5 54 7&l~_6't _________ ':~2839, 00 
____ o_________ 16 ..... ____ MO•------~-T· J(JJ' 55_'!_l_J_._'[(, _______ ·:Z2lfl2. 89 
__ 9 ________ 31 _____ .... ! E;<_~S 0;\L_L_A S _.....2_5_()Lt..Q.~_t7'~-----=--~l75 z._._1t6 _______ _ 
C· _JO --- ____ 26 OKLA. TU_l.SA __________ 614_(}_Q_._43 ______ :)6200. 7.1 
11 ... __ .... 5 ····------ILL • _______ CH If._A_(;Q _________ 62 'J60._1,Q ______ ... -1 5040.05 
12 ··-·---· ... 4 ______ G~DRG.J~-----~~ TLANT_~ 63Q't_I._61 , _____ 145 53. Olt 
c.·· l3 ....... ___ ..... 9 K;\NSA_~ ·-- ___ WICH IIf\. ______ (,42}_8_,_1.7 ______ : ~3 361. 87 
14 __________ l7 _____ MO. _________ K_At-jSA_S __ (:__ ______ (>'t81J.'j_._6'!_ ____ :}.2 '131. 01 
15 ·--·- ... 30 _______ T E XA S ______ HDUSTCf'J_____ _6rP 94 4_,_(}_() _____ -----= 1) 65 6. 6't 
l) 16 21 _____ NEW YO_f3K_ ___ N. V. 67092.56 -10508.08 
17. __ _ __ 24. -·-----OHIO _______ C INN. ---·----67if<J_);·Q0-----·-·--·-:9707. 61t 
10 ......... lB _________ NFBR. ______ ()MAltA __ 60811.3_!l_ ________ :B789.27 
( '· ... 19 ... ______ 19 __________ NEflR.__ ______ LINCO"N _______ 68<]0 l~_Q() _______ :H(•99. 6'• 
___ 20 ______ 27 ______ PI\~ _______ f>l:l (LA • ___________ 6')}_4?_•_~_5 ______ :}85 5,39 .. 
2 1 .. ·---· 3 L .. _______ ; __ ()REG£.!.N __ ~-·-·-POR TL AM D_ 10) ~3_~_2 5 :7.23 7. 39 
~' 22 ------·-·· 36 _______ S ,D. ______ SOUI_X __ F_!\_ _____ 72;>(J()_._I:l_l_ ________ -:-_53l3. B3 
23 ________ 28 _______ PII. _____________ f'l IT ........... ______ ]?.'1-~_._1>] __ ~---- - 1t66':i. 02 
24 .. 6 _______ ! ND. -·- _______ ! NDPL_S. __________ _7}446,_()·CJ_ __________ - 1• 153. "!6 
~, 25 ___________ 10 _______ KV. -~-------LOU!S_VU. _______ 7?1J.3_,_:lj _________ ::.JBO?_, D 
26 23 _______ OHIO Clf'VELI\N 8,0_7_4}.,._'•!!_ _________ 3l't6._79 ___ _ 
=)7~-~-~~~~=~ l ______ AP~I f()h.A_=·-·r;H-DEN_jf-.. -·-- ~322.2_._9_4_ _562 s. 29 
20 ___ ····-·- 33 ___ IH SC._ _____ MA[)J~CN _______ 8505_!l_~_fl_U ________ 745fl, Z3 
29 U ____ IOWA · C. BLUFF 85726,63 fl125.9!l 
-3() ______ - --~~_7 ________ 1 owil--·-oEs- Mm N u[lz19. st ---fo1; 1 "i .-11 
, .1 =.'31 =·==--:~_11 _____ M_IC1i. -== __ of:T'i<Of'C=---=-:-__j_s4?DJil-==--=~}:on21. 73 
32 ________ 39 . _____ \<lASH. SPOKANE 91485.19 13fl 84. 54 
=3 3 --·-- .... 2 CAL ij:, ·-:---L;'i\·o_·::.~===~9~.(j~2-;:t<J _____ l6 1•21. 54 
3'•---- ______ 34 ______ YJI SC ! _______ MJ LWI\UfSE ________ ~_9(,<]_94_.__44 _____ 19.:l9J. 7° 
35 _____________ _38 _______ W/ISH, 5EA_TTL~ ·---·-- 'iilG_"]_._[9 _______ 195hU. 54 
36
0
..•.. l2 ........ __ MICH. KALAMIIZD 100:371.44 22770.79 
• • 1 3 1_ ...... _ 35 .. ________ N. o; =-=-:.-=£At\f.JL_~:~=------t"o51>:{5~;]._3 -==-...==::z oo44. ,,u 
3 8 1?! ·--- . _ M INN'-· _______ ST. P MJL_ ________ 1Q9 219,_25 _____________ J 16 l A. 61 
_ _39 _____ 14 MINN. MPLS. lll512,06 33911.42 
4 o 20_::_-===N ~-MF.)Cico ____ Ai.. BUQUE·R--·--···-i·i,f:5·6·5;r5 ________ .6996 5. ll 
_'! l_ _ ___ __ _41 ________ _MOHT_I\~~~--=~ J!- L]!:'S;_s·-·==~---f 6_o:2J_[;-63·==~===-~-=-<}_061 () • 98- . 
( . -· ---·-··--·--· ·-···- .. --. ·--······---------·-·--··-·--·---
-·--··-----··------···---· 







-- --·- ---·· --·· -----·----·-··-
..------- ----------------·-------~--·--·-·--·--·---------------~--- -~--- ·----·------· -· 
---· --~----------···---·-··-·-·············· 








RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 
1973: YEAR I 
I NOUSTIW OTHER FAB. METAL PROD, 
-------------=---------------
__ . _______ D!'IJ.I_AT ICJN __ _ 
FRot4 
------- ·-- -- ... --------- ---MEAN 
. ----~------ -------
- -- ------ ---·--- ·-· -----~----------------,~---·-·-------··-----------~--------.------~--------- ---- . ------ _ ..... -- -·--
·---------------
--- ----··-·· -·-- " .......•... 
' 
______ , ____ .. -----







RANKINGS FOR COLUMN f INDUSTRY OTHER FAB,_ METAL PROD, 
1973: YEAR I (MOD IF I ED • MACH I NERy EXEMPT) 
-_ LOCATICN __ _ 













NUMBER ... STATE_ ... CITY ______ .. __ TAXES 
........... ·----. 
32 VIR, __________ .. ROANOKE ___ ............. '•9748.95 ________ -50557.33 
15 _MO. _ST.LOUIS 51t338.11 -'•5968,16 
25 OKLA ....... __ OKLA. C, .. ___________ 61063.36 -39;Ut2,'l2 
1t0 ---·-·IDAHO BOISE ........... .65393.15 -3't913.12 
16 __________ MO._ ----~_ST, JOE ____________ 66079,63 -3't226.6~ 
29 TENN. ______ MHIPHIS___ 69745.38 __ -30560.'JO_ 
26 __________ OKLA. TULSA 7126't.OO -29042.28 
22 N.C. .. RALEIGH ............ 72604.25 -27702,03 
9 




_ 4 ____ .... GEORGIA__ ATLANTA _ 72090.19 -27416.09 
37 _OREGON PORTLAND 74801.63 -2~504.65 
17 ________ MO. KANSAS C. .17361.19 -22945.09 
19 __ ·NEBR. LINCOLN 78567.19 -21739.09 








l'• __ 24 _________ OHIO CINN, _ 81584.25 -1!1722.03 
15 27 PA. PHILA. 83296.38 -17009.90 
16 6 .IND._ _ INDPLS, _83684.81 -16621.46 
17 _ _ _10 .KY._ _LDUISVIL __ __ 83803.00 -16 1+23.28 
18 28 PA, PITT. 86657.69 -13648.59 
19 21 __ NfW YO.Rl< __ ... N.Y. 89659.56 _ -10646,71 
_ 20 9 KANSAS WI CHIT A 90869.19 -9't37.09 
____ 21 ____ 31 TEXAS DALLAS 93828,44 -6477.fll• 
L2 ___________ l --·----· ARIZONA PHOENIX 94163,81 -6142.46 
., 
23 23 ____________ .OHIO _______ CLEVElAN 94824.4'• -5481.84 
2 4 3 . .. __ C OL 0. D FN V E R 992 1 9 , '• 4 - 10 IJ 6 , 04 
25 11 MICH. DETROIT 100257.13 
___ 26 33 WISC, MADISON 101222,69 
27 _30 _,TEXAS ______ HOUSTON 103171.44 
20 34 WISC, MILWAUKE ll3691.25 
29 _ 12 .MICH. I<ALAMAZO 114758.75 
30 36 S.D. SllUIX FA 
31 0 IOWA C. 8LUFF 
32 7 ________ IOWA DES MOIN 
33 _ 5 ILL, CHIC A GO 
34 39 WASH, SPOKANE 
35 35 N.D. FARGO 
36 38 WASH. .SEATTLE 




























1338 '•. 9 7 
14'•52.47 
15090.41 





'•78 t;>. 5'• 
49[129.47 
50 13'•. 60 
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RANK INGS FOR COLUMN 
19731 YEAR 2 
4 INDUSTRY OTHER FAB, METAL PROD, 
0 -·-· ----·----- ·-- --------. --··-------------------···---------------------------------·---- --- ·-··--·----- ... 
-------------------- ------·--------- -------------------- ---------------. 
--- -------------------'------------------------· 
--- ----------------···---------------· --·--------------------·-· -·-
~----------------------------· 
-----·-.-------------------------·-- --· --------
---,..............-----------------~--------· --------------------· -------------------- -- .. 
0 ------- -----·- ------------------·-------------
---- ···----- --- -- . ---- ---~-------------------~-~--- -----------·---------·---- - . 
.. - ______ ,. _______ ------·-- -·-···------ ·- ------....-----~-----'-·-~--~-------------------...... ---- ------ .. ------------------ ----· -
... 
0 RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 19731 YEAR I INDUSTRY STONE, CLAY & GLASS 
DEVIATT ON 
-----------------·--- -- -. - ----~-
rRoM 
____ l_A_l<_t_~-------- __ MEAN -_LOCATION.···--·----~,-----RANK ___ NUMflER_ _____ SJI\_lF, ________ CtLL __ _ 







2 25 OKLA. OKLA. C, 63't72.63 -4502tt,'12 
3 .. 32_:=::.:.= VIR, --------f\OANOKC·-----------·6,,().6(;~ 32'·-----------~,,,,,, 31. 23 
4 29 __________ T FNN·:-----=~:EM~t~) s:::-.==---~{17!J_::;-oi,------:.l,,, 319. _5_(-_:-:---
5 .......... 16 .. _______ MO. ____________ ST. _JOE. 692_2B!_LL _________ :39269.42 
_6 ..... 31 -----·-····ORfGll]'L ....... PDHTLAND 700'•7 .• _9 1t ____________ :371> 1•_9.6l ____ . 
7 '• _______ GEORGJ_A ___ ATLANT_A ---------72't92_._06 ______ -36005, 4f1 
0 ______ 26 ________ DKLA. ________ TULSA 744j_l_,_Bjl -:_34075.67 __ 
9 _______ 40 _______ 1DAHO Jllll_Sf: 7_!)_'t9_!l_.26 -~}OllB_.98 ____ _ 
10 ) 0 _______ KY •.. -·-·-----_LOUIS VI.L _____ 7B} ]_5._59 ________ :30 162 ._01t _____ .. 
11 _____ 17 _______ MD. _________ KAN·SA S _C __________ ]0't4 7. 56 ____________ :30049 ,98 
___ 12 __ ------ ... 24 _______ Dill Q __________ C INN • .. --·--- 79! 6 5_ .!JB ___ :2 9 3 3 1. 6 7 _ _ ___ _ 
l3 _________ 22 ____ N .c ~----·RAL E l GH 8!_5!>6_._5(] -;>6951.04__ __ _ 
14 ________ ... 6 !ND! _________ INDPLS._ B?i?Q• __ Ol :269_7_6, 7_3 _____ _ 
15 ___ - ---·- L ___ AR [l(lNA I'HOENJX __ _o];>6_()._3!l _____ ___::-_212 3 7_._17 __ ----
16 _2 3 ______ 0Hl0 _________ t:_~EVF~L_AN __ ~--------90 ]_2_7_.94 _-:1_7769. 61 _____ _ 
17 ____ 27 _________ Pf\. _____ PIHL_A_.__ 91848.63 _:_166_:.8.92_ ___ _ 
1 8 _ _ ___ _ 21 _____________ N f w _x_or~-~ ___ N. Y. -~-43! o._3B -141_8 1. _11 
_19 11 __________ M I ~ttL_. ___ flf'THO IT_______ __9't3l6 ._3J ______ .::~}6_a 1. 23 
___ 2 0 ________________ 2 8 -------· Pf\ ~ ------~ITT.__ _____ 96 5_7_}__._]_5 - l_t_9l9. {9 ______ _ 
21 _______ 9 ____ KAN~_A_S _____ WICHI TA · 97_7.2_6. 06 -107!1. 48 ___ _ \-1 ___ 22 _______ 33 W!SC. ~A!JISC_N 106900,50 -1597.04 ____ _ 
23 _____ 19 NEB_f<_, _____ lt{\JCOI,I'J 10692_~, 13 __ 15 tz •-'•2 _____ _ 
-l"'---------·--.3.1 ______ TE X_A~-----Qf\L LAL _________ lOt)') 3_ Q ·.29 -_1567_. 0'•----
<_; 4~·-· ------t~---:----~lg~-~-----~~~~~Azo ~~~N-~:;~ ~!%-~:~~----
-27 _____ 30 TEXAS HOUS(ON liT39-0.9't 4!lq3~J9 
28- --··--- --- 3 ------(:(lui~ DENV r= R ---------1152 68~-88 -- -6771. :n 
2 9 ~-:~----=~~-)/;----wE c----- Ml_ L\>jAUK ·c----ffSJ]3 2 ;_t,y_:_-_:-_-~-----~=1)2 3 5 • os .. (' 
30 36 S.D. SOUIX FA 128766.44 20268.89 
c.: 31·-------·-za·------N-; MExTfo--io.C!luouE({- -------T291i"Z"Il~·sil ________ 21331-. 33 
-3 2---- --····· 8 1 owA ______ t. BLUFF-- C3t3i74~-56 __________ Jo 2 77. 02 
33:-~-==----;7 ______ i ow!I~-=.:J:i~~-}iofN fil"o7T6~5o 32218.96 
() 34 39 WASH. SPOKANE 1't3670,9'i 35l81.3'l 
-3 5 ~-==:: __ it i ==---M_rmiA NA =- rli_LL_Ifj~s-- _l_4!lfEil~-94 ________ 3<JO 51; ~9~:=· 
36 3A WASH. SEATTLE . l5JL2B.l3 4'•730, JB 
3 7----------- ··5·--------it:i_~-----cH"fcAcrf---·--·-:cs9T~-s:94 _______ 5 (J6'•8. 3<i 
38 ________ 35- N-~o:----FAtlGO . t644·7-<f~t16 ____ --5-59oC·I,& 
-3 9 ---·------z -------fA[ fj: • L • A~- ------·-r 6B ii9'f,-44 6 o 399; 89 
G ---4o -----13 MiNN.--·--sr·:--rAuL 2o~969.t9 ----,f'f'.TL64 
=-"L==.::-~_)4-__ ---MiNt·f, __ r4_Pl~-E=:~~-- ?_0_?:~5!_3a----:=Tol7~6_7:~3=-=: 
0 ---------~~--------- . 
0 - ----·- ~---------------~-- . 
----·--·-----------·---·---·--- --- ---------··-·----------- - --- ·- . -- .. 
-------------------- --------------. --------·---·- ------------·-·-------0 







RANKING$ FOR COLUMN 2 EXE __ l NOU_ STRY 1973; YEAR 1 (MOD1f1ED • MACHlNERY MPTL STONE, CLAY & GLASS 
. ·----·---··- ··-···· ·-
RANK 
. LOCAl ION 





_MO. __________ ST.LOUIS ____ __ 
. _OKLA. OKLA. C, 
________ VIR. ROANOKE 
______ TENN, __________ MEMPHIS ···--·-· 














6 .. ; .... ___ 37 __________ OREGON__ PORTLAND 70B47.9't -36437. 1t0 
7 4_ _GEORGIA ATLANTA -· 721t92,06 ·-3'1793.27 
0 ........... 26 OI<LA, TULSA 7't421,88 -32863,46 
9 40 _____ IDAHO BOISE. --·--·· 75408.56 -31876,77 
10 10 _ KY. LOU!SVI~. 78335.50 -28949.83 
ll. l7 ______ , MO. -··-···----·.KANSAS C ··-···--. 784't7,56 -2!3837. 77 
12 24 ........... OHIO ·------··CINN. . ........ 79165.88 -28119.46 
13. .. 22 . ____ N.C. RALEIGH ..... ..... 015 1t6, 50 -25738.83 
14 6 .. _____ IND. _______ INDPLS. ·-·--·--· 82420.81 -24864.52 
15 18 ________ .NEBR. OMAHA ···- __ 83077,50 -23407,83 
16 19 NEBR. LI'NCOLN 03986,38 -23298,96 
17 1. ---- ARIZONA _ PHOE_NIX · -------,-· 87260.38 -20024.96 
18 23 OHIO CLEVELAN 90727.94 -16557.40 
(! ...... 19 -···-- 27_ _PA. .. !'l>HILA •..... ______ 91848.63 -15436.71 
i ( 
I·. 
.... _ _.., 
.·· 
.. , __ . 
l.J 
20 ......... 21 Nt=W YORK N.Y. 9't310.3B -1297tt,96 
21 ______________ 11 ·-·······-···MICH. DETROIT 9't016.3l. -12469.02 
22 _______ 2B ___________ PA. __________ PITT, _ __ _ ____ 96577.75 _________ -10707.58 
23. __________ 9 _________ KANSAS_ WICHITA 97726,06' ______ -9559.27 
24 _______ 33. ______________ W!SC._ MADISCN 106900.50 -384,83 
25 -----·-··· 3l __________ TEXAS DALLAS 106930.50 -354.83 
26: ________ 12 __________ MICH. _____ KALAMAZO 113188,31 5902,98 
27 .. 30 ______ TEXAS HOUSTON 113390,94 6105.60 
28_ _ _ __ 3 ________ COLO. ______ DE-I·JVEH 115268,86 __ ··- 7903.54 
29 ____________ 34 ·---·-- WlSC •. ______ MILWAUKE 119732.63 12447.29 
30 ___ .. 36 _______ S.D •... ___ SOU! X FA 128766,'•'• 21481.10 
31 .......... _ 20 N.MEXICO ALRUQUER 129828,88 22543.54 
32 8 _______ IOWA C, BLUFF _____ . 138774,56 31'tA9.23 
33 7 ______ IOWA __ Df:S MOIN 140716.50 33431.17 
3'• 39 WASH. SPOKANE l't3678,94 
35 ---- 41 -.:·_--:.·MONTANA. BILLINGS l't8l48,9't 
36 38 WASH. SEATTLE 153228.13 
3 7 5 I L l , . ·-- - - C H l C A GO . . l 5 914 5 , 94 
. -· .. --·. --· 
38 35 N.D. FAHGO 161t479.00 
39 ··--- 2 -------·-·CALIF;·---- L./1. .. ···-168897,'•4 
'•O 13 -- ---·-- MiNN~··------ ST. PAUL 205969,19 
41 - f4. ----. ·-·MINN. MPLS. .. . ,.. 210265,30 






















RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 4 
1973: YEAR 2 
. --- ---- ------------------ ------
INDUSTRY STONE, CLAY & GLASS 
D EffifTfik ---- -
FP.O~ 
·- ....... ------ .. 
f~EAN 
------- ------------------- ---
----------- --- -------- ------·----·--- ------ ------- -----
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u ----·- ----· 
- ----------------------------------------·--------·-------·-- ------------- . - -· --
0 
. ---- -- ·-- .......... ,. .. _________ ---- ., _______________ ---~---~----.. ------------------~-.. -----·----------·---------···- .. -----------
--- _______ .. ___________ -------- - ---
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RANKING$ FOR COLUMN 2 
1973: YEAR I 
INDUSTRY INSTRUMENTS 
--· -·--··--- .... ------------ ------0-EVIA-T 1 ON 
L oC AT-1--0"N_______________________ FP.aM·- -----------
--RANK - .. NU M !3 EfC~ :~.-:= :s"JAfF'--=--.. C.TT_L-::_:==_-___ __r~X!:..~-=---=~-=-:===-~ ME AN .. __ -=_·---~ 
------. ------- -
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RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 INDUSTRY INSTRUMENTS 












.. -- --~ 
STATE CITY 
.... -·- ---·- --·-- --- . 
•. _ TAXES 




15___ MO ................ ,ST.LOUIS ..... , _44923.66 -47200.62_ 
32 VIR._ ROANOKE ....... 45160.82 -'•696J,lt7 
25 _ OKLA. OKLA. C, ........ 55307.62 -36816.67 , 
..... 'tO IOAHD .. BOISE -------··--·· 58153.55 _-33970. 7tt 
16 MO.. _ ST. JOE. ........ 58619.7l -33504.58 
29 TENN. MFMPHIS 63755.02 -28369.27 
26 OKLA. TULSA 64566·. 28 -27558.01 






22 .N.C. __ .RALEIGH 67003.08 -25120. 1+1 
37 OREGON PORTLAND 67150.44 -24973.85 
17 ......... _MO. .KANSAS C 6HOR9.50 -24034.79 
24 OHIO CINN. 72227.56 -19896.72 









l't 19 ......... NEflR; ... LINCOLN 72846.9't. -1')277.35 
15 . 18 NEBR. \lMAHA 73105.75 -190113.54 
16 10 KY. _LOUISVIL ..... 7429~.06 .. -:-17832.22 
1 7 _ .. _ 2 8 ___ ........ P A , P l TT • 7 57 0 6 • 4 4 - 16 4 17 , 85 
1R 21 ............ NEW YORK N.Y. . 76188.38 -15935.91 
19 6 ............ 1ND. , ..... INDPLS. . ... , .. 7155'1.00 -1',565.29 
20 1 .• , .... ARIZONA _PHOENIX ..... 78734,31 -13389.97 
21 ..... ll ........ MICH. _DETROIT 83996.50 -A127.79 
. 22. _23 OHIO. _CLEVELAN 84523.19 ............... _~7601.10 
. 23 ... 9. KANSAS WICHITA 85375.00. -6749.29 
2'• 33 ...... - WISC •. , ... MAD!SCN 90527.44 -1596.85 
2'j 31 --------·TEXAS .DALLAS 'J3934. 81 lfllO. 53 
26 3 ____ .. COLO. DENVER 945Bl.25 2456. 'J6 
27 .. 12 ........ MICH. KALAMAZO 99't68.06 73 1t3, 78 
28 34 . WISC. M!LWAUKE 102593.81 l0 1t69.53 
29 ......... _ .. 30 HXAS HOUSTON lOn94,06 l0669.7fl 
30 .36 S.D. SOU IX FA 110045.00 17920.71 
31 13 IOWA C. BLUFF 117114.19 24909.')0 
32 7 IOWA DES MOIN 119430.63 27306,34 
33_ 5 ILL. CHICAGO ... 120267.44 28143.15 
34 39 WASH. . SPOKANE 127934.25 35809.96 







3B ..... , WASH, SEATTU: l36224.9't '•4100.65 
2 _CALIF. L.A.. 13761,6,94 45522.65 
..... 35 N.D. .. ·-- .. FARGO 138011.63 45R87. 34 
13 MINN. ST. PAUL 1'•8322,69 561')!1.40 
'14 ·····-· MINN ...... MPLS. 151182.63 5905B.34 
---·-· _41 _ ....... MONTANA .. ___ BILLINGS 166620.88 74 1t96.5'J 
!6 
I 














RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 4 
1973: YEAR 2 
I NOUSTR Y 
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RANKINGS FOR C06UMN 2 
1973 1 YEAR l 
INDUSTRY PRIMARY METALS 
--------- --·o£:\TifiY-TaiC __ _ 
---. ·- . - --------· ~ 
FROM 
f~ E i\lif ----- -
---
----------- -------- -------------------·----·--'·-------------------- --· 
·---------------------------. 
--------------------·--------··-·-------------·-----· . --- ·--·---- -· 
----------- ---·------------· ---
-· . ·----- ---~---- .... ·------ ------------------ ---· ------- ----------~--------- ------ ----------·- --- --------
~~ 
---- --·----- -----------------------·· ··--·---·-··--------·-·· ·-----·-- ··-------·------ --- -
--~-----------------------------~-------------- ----· --- -- . 
0 ----·--·-- ------ .. -- ---- ·- -·-----·------·----···----·--·------------·-----·· ------------·-- -·-
' ------------------------~-------------------------------·---------~----. -. ·- ---------
I () --· ---- ...•.. --- --------------·------------ ------------ --~----- ________ , ___ ... _________ ,. ____________ ----------------------------- --
! 
! 
0 RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 INDUSTRY PRIMARY MET IllS 1973; YEAR I (MOD IF I ED - MACH I NERV EXEMPT) 
1 • LOCATION_ 
RANK NUM11ER STATE CITY TAXES 
\. . l 15 MO, _ ST.LOUIS __ . 56040.09 
2 2CJ TENN.. ME MPH IS 50694,55 
3 25 OKLA. OKLA. C. 63238,90 
4_ 32 VIR. ROANOKE........ 67511,63 
.5. 16 MO. ST. JOE ....... 68379.81 
6 , _37 OREGON PORTLAND 70185.38 
7 40 ·····---··-· IOAHD 1101 Sf' 7Ul70.31 
0 4.. GEORGIA ATLANTA 73150,63 
'l 26 OKLA. . ... Tl.it.SA ........... ... 74B't4.l3 
( . 1 0 1 7 M 0 • K AN SA'S C . . 77 5 7 2 , L 9 . 
11 • 24 ·o~IJ(J CINN. 79749.06 
12 1 ........ AR!ZqNA PHOENIX 79025.19 
13 10 ........ KY. LOUISVIL 00222.00 
14 _22_ .............. N.C. __ RALEIGH 83359,01 
_15 21 NFW YORK N.Y. 86034.31 
16 _ 6 I Nil, !NDPLS. 86067.63 
___ 17 19 ____ ,NEBR. ll NCOLN 86568.94 
1H 18 __ .NF(lR, OMAHA 86931.56 
19 23 ~ .. OHIO _ClEVELAN 91708.31 
20 27 _PA. . PHYLA, 92110.3!3 
_21 ...... ll __ MICH. DE.TROIT 93717.25 
22 ........ 9 ........ KANSA~ ..... WICHITA 93924.00. 
__ 2;1 28 _PA. PITT, 96874.94 
24 31 ........... TEXf.IS DALLAS 101062.00 
( 25 . 30 ................ .TEXAS HOUSTON 107563.44 
26 33 ...... --· WISC,. . .... MAD! SCN 108423.75 
27.. ....... · .. 12 ....... MICH. KALAMAZO 111269,36 
\.) 2 8 .. 3 ........... __ ... COLO. DFNVE R ll'tfl7 2, BB 
29 34 ··------~ .. WISC. MJLWAUKE 122309.19 
.. 30 _ 20 --------·-- N.MEXICO .... ALB.UQUFR 123382,38. 
.. H. 36 ... __ ,S,D, SOUIX FA _126566.50 
32 __ ;l9 ........ WASH.<..... SPOKANE l313fl5.13 
33 8 IOWA _ ·-·----· C. BLUFF 137960.'t4 
3'•------ _ 7 __________ lOW/\ DES MOIN ...... _ 140055.63 
35 ............. ;l8_ ............ WAS!;i.. SE;I\TTLE __ 141056.81. 
36_ 41 .... ___ MONTANA BILLINGS 142094.44 
.. 37 .. __ 2_ . CALIF.. L.A. 155093.25 
38 ______ 5 ., ........ ILL •. ___________ CHTCAGO, ________ 157656,88 
39 _35 ............ N.D, . ________ FARGO l63ll5,44 
40 ..... 13 .............. MINN.··-- .. ST,. PAUL . __ 195200, 75 
41 ___________ 1.4 ....... MINN.~... MPLS, ............... 199384,63 
. ~- ---·· .. ;. . 
G 
0. 






































































RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 4 
1973: YEAR 2 
··---·--------
INDUSTRY PRIMARY METALS 
--------------·------------·-------DEVIATION 
- ......... --- -------· --·----- ---- -. - ----· 
--·- _\ .. OC AT I Of:'J________ ________ r ROM 
-~ANK __ NUMAER _____ ~ __ S_Ill.!L_ _____ (;l T._'(------~T_~--X-_1;'_;>-._=:...~==--:===-~- MEAN~-=----~ 
____ l____ 32 ________ \fiR_, RO_fiN.QI<f': 3't_"jfl_;;'_!_Q4 -42748. hO ____ _ 
2 ____ 29 _____ TF_NN.• ______ t-1[_MP_f-t_l_~--- T7870.8l -39460.l't ____ _ 
3 _______ 15 _______ MO, ___________ ST,LDUI _ _s L,3)J.2•59 -34218.36 ___ _ 
___ 4_ ___ 3 l ___________ r EX(I_S ____ _!)ALLAS__ 490)?_•_]_') -_2 P271.69 
5 ___ .. _ .. 25 _________ flKLA. ______ DKLA._(;~ _____ 5_1_5~?-~l!) _______ -_2'j807. HO 
6 __ " __ 22. _________ N. C • __________ l_~p. L F. I GH _52 5l0.__9_Q __________ -2 48 20. 05 
. 7. 3 _______ COL 0, ------·- llfNVE R 532 0 0._()9 _________ :- 2'• 1 n. 85 
0 16 ______ MO. ___________ Sl. jO_E__ 5_5'•52.)6 ______ =21870.59 
____ 9__ 30 _______ TEXA_S ______ H!JUSTO_N ')!)_56().._60 --=-21770_._27 ____ _ 
10 26 __________ 0 K LA~ --------- JUL SA . ___________ 5902_5._8()_ __-::_18305 ._Oj' _____ _ 
11 2'•- -····---- muu _____ c INN. __ ,_____ S'JQ T~ ._3_7 _____ :-J,B 2 s 5._ sa 
12 -·· .... ____ 40 __________ I DMHL ______ flU I SE___ _ ___ 5_?_4 ')j'_._ll? ________ :l7 873 ._13 ___ _ 
_ J3_ __ lO _______ K Y. _________ LOUIS VI_L 596 74.5 0 -17656.37 ___ _ 
14 _ ... ''· ___________ GfDRG_I fl ____ l\TLliNTA ______ . _____ 60T_4_3._2_Q ______ -:165137. 75 
1 5 1 7 _______ MD. _ _, ______ Kll NS AS _C {,2 _5~.3.!?5 ___________ .=_14 7'• 7. 00 
16 9 KANSAS WICHITA 630'Jl. '59 -l't279. 36 
l 7 21 ___ ~--~:~_-:___NEW. YD_[3Y=~N. Y. ··---------·--· ~,_72_1)_~:6~-----·-- ::-1 o 117 ._26 ____ _ 
18 27 PA. PHIL A. 67395.38 -9935.57 
19 37 :~=~-=-=-6REG_O_N __ :._=::_J'DR n:tMQ--\--=-:__?ot:J}J_:.)}[~------- -'i i95. 57=~~ 
___ 2 0 __ __ __ 23 ________ OH i O _______ CL F.IJELA_r-1_ __________ _7}_Q_3it_•_?6____ -6296._:3<:1 ___ _ 
21 5 _______ I LL._ _____ CH ICAGO__ 7141_g._06 -59J 0 ._H9 __ 
2 2 2 B _____ PA .______ 1' ITT, 7_2_1_5 9, 9_4 -517 t. 0 1 __ _ 
23 _______ lB _______ _NEflR_. ____ OMAHA____ 7~_52L. 81 -t,R09._l't 
24 _______ 39 _____ WASH_. ____ SPDKAt-J~--------I~t0_7l. 50 -3259. t,5 
\ > _25 ________ 19 ______ r-JEfl~~----LINC_()l_N 7't21 0. 50 -31_20 •_'t5 __ _ 
-· 2 6 _____ ..... 6 _____ ) f'JD , ____ ! 1-JDPL S, 7_'t_it_1L_.__63 -2 918. 32 
27 36 S.D. SOUIX FA 74809.06 -2521.89 20 ·· ·-- -i 1-----·-M IcH-. -----r)E r1{rfir-------,r1n2. i5 -so. 1o 
2 9 ··-- f-~------·----AR i ·z dNA ____ PH li-E i\{ J)(·-------·--:.,-g76--5. t 9 2 4 34. 24--------
30 ------------38----------WAS~~,-:·~-- SEA-(ft"fr··--- 80.&63.00 3332.05 
31 33 ________ w 1 sc ~ -----·- Mf.o1 sor'J-·-·-------·9o2 a-o; 75------------1.2 951. so 
--3 2 ---- . B. ---------1 OWIC ______ c .-·· fll urr:--·-----91 815 :4/~--:---·-·-- i. 44 Hit. 49 
3 3 2-:-=~~~--c A ti} :·=·---c._l\_~~~: ~:-=:._ ______ 9 3 t3r!~:3s-==~-t:s so 1 • .!•3_ 
3'• 7 ·---·--- ..... I OWl\ DES MOIN ______________ , __ 939l 0. 63 16 5 79.68 ____ _ 
3 5 12 M 1 C f{~,--===~~i< A_L AM A ZO ' · 9 4 fl2 i;;.3 8-------T'r '• 9 3 • 4 3 
36 34 ··----·-w I sc 0 Mil wADi< E--------T04f7t,;J.9"" _________ 2Ml43. zl;- --
·-
37 .. -- -35·----·-··--N.o;·-- .. ··-F-ARGO -----· f2i895~--4-4-·-----------,-44564.'t9 
3 a 20-------N. MExIco ALsu{;)ul:-rc·---·-rzs-ss r;:us------,,6o-z6 ;93 ----
---39 41·-- ---·---MONT iiNA ____ iliLi.l NGS- "T4T2 5-9-:-;14 _______ 6 3~128 ;49-- ·-
. 4<>" - -- n-----M INN~------sr-:-i>Auc--· 164-ots-~-2 5 ...........,- en7'~4 ::io - -
--------- .. -------------------------. -------~-----·-----·----------·-::--.-·----·--~------·- -· . ··-· --------·-···-41 __ 14 _________ M_l t-Jf'!! _______ MP l_S._ _______ . ___ U>_8_2_5_C)_._L,) ___________ 9_ 0 92 B_. 18_ .. ___ _ 
0 :~- --- -~==:_: =-- .. --------- . -------.. -·---------·-···· ----·------···-···---- --···----·----- -___ -~=:... ___: _ ___:: -
' ---------------------- -·--·-··"·------------------------- ---
·-------------------- ------·--·-- ~---
0 -- ---- ·-·-· ··-· ----------~------ ----------------------------·-· ... ----· -- ------· 
-·----~----------. __ .. ____________ _ 
0-'. -. -·------~··-·· ........ -------·-·-------------------------
----- -----~- - ---- --· -- -- --0..-·-----------------···------------ ------- -' -
-·--·-------------------------·-··--- ·-- ----· --- -··- ....... 
------- -- . ....... •. .. .. --------·-------·-------·-----·--·· 
' . 
. ·------· . ··- --·---·------·--------·---------.. ----------------------------·-- -- ..... 
····--- ·---.--------- ·-- ........ , _________ ~--~--~------- -·-- --- ---· --~~------- ·-··----------~--- --- ·------------ -- ---- --·---- --·· 












RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 
1973: YEAR I 
INDUSTRY TRANSPORTAl!ON EQUIPMENT 
------·· --RANK 
.. --------------- . ----- ··--·- --- --· 
·------·------------...JJE_V_IATirn·L::_:__ LOCATION·----· ________ _FRQ_M_ ____ _ 
. NU M£1 F. R ~:.::~:--=---STAT ~----=}:J f_I ________ _LI\_)\f S ·---- _MEAN ________ _ 
-•·---·-·~·-·n··· ••• ··--·--- --·---···-·--·-------------··--·-•·~·-----·JI•---···-••~·•-··-~----·----··•··-·· ---·-·· ---•-···--·--
-----------------------
r·--·-- ---•-·•--··-~--~ •-- •••---···---·••----·--------------·-·---
--- -----------------. I ______ -. 
·--- ·-·--·--- . 
...-------------------- _____________________________ ....,.. ______ -----------~--,.------------------ ----- ----- -- ----------
·---- --------------------···· . 
----·-········-- --- ·----------~--------------.-. ---' _j_-~------------------..:...... _______________ .----- ---









RANKING$ FOR COLUMN 2 INDUSTRY nANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
1973: YEAR I (MODifiED - MACHINERY EXEMPT) 
-~------·----- .. -- -----·····--------- -· 
RANK 
LOCATION 
NUMBER STATE CITY TAXES 
1 32 VI f\, ........ ROANOKE -- ....... 50524.49 
----------------- - ····---------...l. _______ . --
2 15 MO. ST.LOUIS._ 
3 40 101\HO BrliSE 
. . .. -- ---
4 2 5 .... . ..... OKLA ........... DK LA. C •. --'·· 
5 16 MD. ST, JOE 






7 . 26 -OK LA • .. TULSA ...... - 68475.94 
0 37 CRI:GON _PORTLAND 
9 22 N.C, . RAL E,l GH ....... . 
10 4 GEORGIA __ ATLANTA .... . 
11 .. 17 MO. KANSAS C ~~.\12. 27_ .. ___ PA. .. . PHI LA. 
'13 21 ......... NE'W YORK N.Y. 
14 . 2 1t OHIO _CINN, 
1.5 28 ............ PA. PITT. 
16 19 .......... NEBR. LINCOLN 
l"f 10 ________ JY. . ......... LOUISVIL 
10 10 .............. NEBR. .. ...• ,OMAHA 
1<) ......... 1 .. ARIZONA PHOENIX 
20 q KANSAS_ ...... WICf-llTA 
21 ............... 3l ............. TEXAS OALLAS 
22 _ ---··· 6 --·--··IND •............ INDPL S, 
23 __________ 23_ ............... _OHIO ........... CLEVELAN 
24. ___ ... ll ............. Ml CH. . DETRO IT 
25 _ ....... . 30_ ..... ___ TEXAS ....... HOUSTON 
26 ......... 3_ ......... :COLO. OENVER 
27 . 33 ........... WI. SC,. MAO I SON 
20 ....... l2 ........... MlCH. _ KALAMAZO 
29 _________ 34 ___ , _______ WI SC. . . MI LWAUKE 
30 36 ___________ S.D, SOU IX FA 
_31 8 ___ ........ IOWA .......... C. OLLIFF 
32. __ 39 ....... WASH. SPOKANE 
33 7 ............ IOWA DES MOIN 
34 5 ILL~ CHICAGO 
35 30 WASH. ___ . _SEATTLE 
36 . 2 CALIF, 
37 l3 MINN. 
38 14 ~liNN. 
39 20 • N.MEX!CO 
40 35 N.O, 













































~ _____ _._ 
















































RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 4 
1973: YEAR 2 
INDUSTRY TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMFNT 
··------ -------·------------- DE VI fl T I ON 
. LOCATION________ ----- FIUH1 . -----
NU~Hl F. R ___ -~-si) f_t_ __ =------~~ I T)i'--_----_-_---_-____ IA)<j_L_ __________ }i i:AN-~_ ~:_-_- _ 
. -----------·-- --------- ----- -------------------- ------------·-·· ·-----· .... --- ---·· 
----------
------------- ·-- -- ---- ----- ---. 
•' ••• --·---------r---••c••••-·--•-••---·-· •••·-•••••-----·--·~--·-· ·---------·---•-•·•·-~--· -••- "'•••• ••••- -- • ••• -• ''' 
-----.------. -----------------~------------------------------------------. --·----- -----------
------- ... ·-·--··------~ 
...........___ ___ ----- --- . --- ----------- _____ :,.__ ____________________ _ 
------- --·------------ ---···· ----------...--------------------------- ,. _____________________ _ 
·---------------- ---- ------ - ----------~-------- ·-·---·· --- ··-







i \ .. i 
RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 
1973: YEAR I 
INO.USTRV CHEMICALS 
--0-E\/CAT r·aN· -------
~ -~-·---------- -----~--------------~--------- -~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ LOCATION F IHJM 




----~- ~-~--~~ -· ~~----------·---~-~--~---·------------~-------------~--- -----------~- ~-~~~. ~---~ ~ -- ~ 
----------~---------
- -~-------~ -- --- -------------·--·-----------------·--·· -----~ - .. 
---------------------.------_____________________ .. -----------·------------------------ .._:.. ___ --·-- ----- . ·--- ---· -· 
------ ---··----
---·---~ •.. ·---~--· ~-----··------------------------------
-~-----_:_--.--...-----·-----------~--~ --------------- --------------- . 
------·---- --------· -------------- -------- ·»• -~--------· ---~-------------·------------~- ·-- • --.----·-· ·- -- •• 
I 
0 RANK INGS FOR COLUMN 2 INDUSTRY 1973: YEAR I (MODIFIED ~ MACHINERY EXEMPTL CHEMICALS 
\ ', .. LDCATICN 
NU MOE R .. RANK STATE TAXES 
---. ----
\...: ___ 1. 15 .. MD... .. ........ ST,LOUIS.~ .................... 424l6,45 
2 32 .VIR,. . ..... ROANOKE ........ 47605.65 
... : ... 3. 25 ... OKLA.. .OKLA. C ................. 53167,132 .. 
('· 
..... .:..4 29 ....... TENN.... ME~1PHIS 56325,14_ 
.l 5 16.. ____ MO, ST. JOE ....... _ ... 58490.96 .. 
... , 6 .. 40 . IDAHO ...... HOI SE ..... ·- .61244.74. 
(' . ' 7 26 ........... OKLA ............... TULSA 62562,05 
0. 37 .. OREGON .. PORTLAND 63567.29 
9. '• ... ,GEORGI.!\... ATLANTA.............. 64451.34 () lO. 10 __ Ky, UJUISVIL. 64906.99 
11 27 _ PA. . PHIL A. .. 65900.81 
.12 17. .Mn, KANSAS C 67603.25 
( ' . 13 . 24 OHIO CINN, ...... _. 68633.44 
.14 28 ............ PA. PITT. 69005.19 
15 ··-··-· 22 __ , __ N.C. .. RALEIGH. 70142.25 
( 16. 11 ........ MICH. . .. DETROIT 714!39,94. 
17 ___ . l!l NFHR, OMAHA 72329.3!3 
(, 
18 19 NEBR •.. LINCOLN 72808.13 
•• --- "1·---
19......... 6 ........... I No, . -···-· JNDPLS. 7::1'795 ol3 
20 23 OHIO .CLEVELAN 80397.00 
21.. 21 NEW YORK _N.Y. 01137.50 
(._. 22 .. l. ___ ...... ARIZONA .. PHOENIX 84232.38. 
23 . 9 _KANSAS WICHITA 90526.50 
24 33 ... WISC. .MADISON 90541.00 
( 
_ _' 25 .. 12 MICH. KALAMAZO ...... 91005.56 
_ 26 ... 34_ -···-- WISC. ··--··--····MILWAUKE 102669.56 .... 
___ 27.. 3. . .. COLO. .. .DENVER 105658.13 
...... 28 ;n_ .TEXAS. DALLAS 106731.75 
29 30 .. ________ TEXAS HOUSTON .. ..... 114108.25_ 
30 .. 36 --------S.D. SDUIX FA 12 1tl61.69 
I 31 8 IOWA C, BLUFF l2830't.69 
32 7. IOWA DES MOIN 130337.25 
33 20 __ ......... ~.MEXICO /IL 8UQUER 131016.63 
34 .. 39 WASH, SPOKANE ... .• 135323.25 
3 5 5 __ .... _ .• I'LL • . . CH I C A GO l'• 3 8 ~ 7 , 3 8 
36 30···--···- .. WASH. SEATTlE l't5l55 •. 94 
'. 37 .35. N.D. FARGO 154099,69 30 2 CALIF. L.A. 156747.25 
39 ........ 4l·:~:::MONTANI\ OllLINGS 161952,63 
40_ 13 ..... ---···- . M INN, ST. PAUL l. 07500.44 
41 14 _____ MINN. ______ MPLS, .191~50.2? 
( 
. --~ 
I . I .._.,. ~-·. 
o- ~-···· 
.... --
. ----- ·---·· ---.&--- ---····-·-
0 
























-119 '• s. 81 
-56 5 '•. 69 
-5n40 .19 

























RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 4 
1973: YEAR 2 
RANK 
INDUSTRY CHEMICALS 
----~--- ----··-~- ------------- ····-----------·---------~-----------~------------ ---· -------···- .. 
(.) --------- ·-· --------------- ---- --------------------
----------------------. -----·-----------·---- -·· .. 
0 ---- .. - . ·--- ··-------------------------· ··-----------
----------- ---·-·-----------




- ---~-------r---- -------------- --- ------- -------------- . 
.. 
__ ) ~----------------- ... 
. .. . ------------------------------------------------------ ------·------· -··-· -----
' ' 
0 RANKINGS FOR COLUMN 2 1973: YEAR I 
OTHER MACHII<lERY INDUSTRY 
---- -· ·- ... - ... --· ··--------------------·-
. ·······-------··---
\._) _____ L ______ 32 ______ VIH_,__ ~Q.fiNOI(_E__ Mt'•28.56 :-4_73't_5_.Q8 __ _ 
2 .J 5 -----·------_MO. _____ H! LO(JI S .. 45't_6_~_._Q? _______ :!+_63l) B. ?H ____ _ 
3 __ 25 _________ OKLA, ____ [)KLfl, _C, 55_37}_._}p__ -d6400. 26 
, ··, ____ 4 _____ ..... _ 40 ________ :)_DA!:I£L_ ____ I}OJ_5E_ ____ 56 7 01_~6_~ ____ _:::_3499 1. 99 
5 16 __________ MO, _______ ST. _JOE _________ 28744_o_LO ~33029_. 54 
____ 6. __ ,_ 2& _ ... ________ OKL A, ______ J.LILSA _________ f>:+I>A_~._I]}_ ______ -_27133. 71 
\,,) 7_ 29 . --···-·· TENN, _______ f1EM~HIS ___ 6_?Z_90.1_6 ______ _::?64B3!48 
___ (l__ 4 __________ GEOP,Jijp. ____ AT l.AN_TA ________ (l? 1t_94 __ ._39 -? 1-.2 79_, 25 ____ _ 
9 22 _____ N.c. _______ j~ALEIGH ____ 6_6_0?2.75 -25720.09 
.10 _ 3 7 --------- 01~1:(>01-L ___ pOR TL ANfL ________ 6 7ll_O_~:is-==~~~~-=-~=246 b3 .3'1_:.~= 
11 ___ 17 _______ MO. _________ I<ANS_fl~ J:.... .!:>B'•Jt,_,75 ________ -23358_.B9 __ _ 
12 ______ 27 ______ PA. __________________ PH I LA.__ ___ _7_fl7_6_. __ 4'} ______ -:19'597.20 
13 ___________ 24 ______ OH lO ______ CI N_N__. _ _ 72 fJ44. 2 5 - 1H9 29 ._)9 _____ _ 
14 2l _________ NE w_ _Y__(l_I{_I$. __ N. Y. 74'J·l~;:75-----:-l-6fl56. 89 
15 =~-:.-:-:::::·_ 2 !l ________ PA ._ -----· --~' r_r _. ________ _1_f;]ij6. lit --= =);_6_7o z_._s~ ____ _ 
16 ________ 10 ________ KY. _________ LDUISYJ_L_____ }6_8_8_7._63 -:l_t,8B6.01 ___ _ 
17 6 ____ ._l_ND_._ ________ ! JII[)PL_S, ________ 7_7}Jl8.!.3B -14}8_5._26 ____ _ 
____ 18 -- .. -·----- l _______ ARiZ_l)f\J_A_ ____ PHOENI_X __ 7]_fl~l._l<J__ ----=139V.!f5 ___ _ 
19 9 KANSAS WICHITA 8}!_ll_Q_._~! - 8_584._03 ___ _ 
20. -11·-==:=--==M(C)j~=====::nETRO IL_ ______ 85lB_It_._l_9 -65ll9.'t5 
21 ________ 23 ______ 0Hl(J ________ CLEVEU\_N 0?3_4:it_.__!>O -6't29.14 
l .. J 22 _____ l9 ______ NE BR.! _______ I, INC:.OlJ'l. 89341. 19 -_2_4_32 ·'•5 
23 __________ 33 WI SC._ ____ t-_1[\_DISO_f\l_ 90_t3(!._4:'t -1{:,_3]. 2Q _____ _ 
24 _________ 3l _________ TEX_[15 ____ DAL LA? _______ <)l_t_6()!1J.IJ -612.76 
(1 2 5 ___________ 3 _____ COLO.._ ________ IJF NV E R _______ <)!_6__9_0. 4'• -_<)3_._20 ______ __ 
2 6___________ lll ________ Nf'll~-'----·---OMAHA ... ____ , ____ 92_~~8._4!'... ____________ . il2't_._ 80 
27 12 ______ MICH. KALAMAZO 99701.31 "7927.67 
28 ··--· 30 TEXA$:_:-=·::::=·HUUSTON ------------·f()oi,iJ9~00 . B7Z'J.J6 
29 34 __ ...:.=-==~ I Sc, MIL WAUI<'"E····-----·y6213'(~-jT---------·· f 63o3. 6 7 3o _______ · 3b s. rf.=~=-..:::~::::. sou 1 x F'fl ______ 1o7i4:9:';',------I 53 75. no- --
31 ··- ... B_~:==~IQWA ______ c. llLUFF··-------lt4r()5-;o(i ______ -----22931.36 
3 2 5 I L l • C H I C A GO ---------- 1151,3 0 , ~;6--·--·-· ·--- -·z 3 6 56 • 9 2 {_. 
3 3 ~ ~=-:-: .: . 7-~-~=~=IOWA_====::oE s f{6 (N _____ l)Tto·7~-3Ti ______ i5 33 3. r 4 
----· .. 39 _______ WASH_. ___ SPOKANE---- F4933.13 - . __ 33159.'•9 ·-·-
_38 ______ WASH_. SEATTLE- -C32-9li!i·.-63 ___ ---·- -,,1714.9'1 
- ----- 2 CALI.G_ ___ L ~7\:-· ------i3J4-!i"6-.-js 41706.74 ---





38 20 N.MEXICO ALBUQUER 136635,56 44861,92 
13·----MINN~---==-s·:r~::}'_AU!, __ -- . C39{()C(>3 4"f627,9'T __ _ 
- ---- ---14 ______ M I N N_. _______ M !' L S._ _ ________ 1_-it?.(){t_<J-:):f' ____ Sr) 27 5-~ 7 4 ---~-




------ -- ···--·---·-·· . ----~-----·----------------------------·····-------···--------------··-------·- ·-·- ·- -
<j -------- -·-----------'-· __________ _fL ____ _ -------~----·· ·- ---· •· 
-- -- --- -- . -~ - --· -- ·-·------,------~------------~-----·--. --~---·-----·---·-----------------~---------- ---------- -----
----. ------ ----·· ··- . -----------~ 





~---------- - .. ----· . -- .. ------------------------------------·-----------------------------·. -- -------. ---- ... 
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NU MilE I~ STATE CITY TAXES 
32 _ VI Rc_ ______ ROANOKE _ 
15 _MO. ST.LOUIS 
?.5 OKLA. _OKLA. C, 
40 IDAHO BOISE_ 
16 MO. ___ , ST. JOE 
26 _OKLA. TULSA 
29 TENN. MEt;li>H IS 
4 GEORGI fl ... ______ ATLANTA 




' '". -- - .. 58 7 4'• • 1 0 
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.37 ___ ORI:GON ____ PORTLAND _ 
17 MO. _ KANSAS C. 
27 PA. ___ PfiiLA. 
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l!J NEBR. _OMAHA 
24 _ OHIO CINN. 
21 NEW YORK. _N.Y. 
2B ____ PA. PITT. 
1 0 _ _ __ ___ K V, L 0 U I S V I L 








l ___ ARIZONA PHDENIX .... 
773 88,38 ... 
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ll MICH. DETROIT 
23 ______ 011(0 ___ CLEVELAN _____ _ 
33 WI SC. MAn! SON 
31 ------------ TEXAS---·-------- DALLAS 
3 ---·---, COLD. _____ :_DENVER . ___ _ 
__ 12 ________ MICH. KALAMAZO 
30
1 
______ TEXAS HOUSTCN 
3 4 ___ , _____ W l SC , M I l WA UK E 
36 s.n. S11Ul X FA 
8 IOWA C. OL UFF 
5 ILL. CHICAGO 
7 ....•. ____ IOWA DES -MD IN 
39 WASH, SPOKANE 
38 WASH,_ SEATTLE 
2 CALIF. 
__ 35 N.D. 
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NLI MBE R STATE CITY TAXES 
15 MO, .... ST.LOUIS. --=~=·: __ 54150.34····-········· 
32 VIR. ROANOKE 5547l.37 
25 OKLA. OKLA. C, 61907.42 
16 'MO. ST •. JOE 65317.39 
40 . -· . IDAHO 80 ISE :·=:=-~ 66547.13 
37 OREGON PORTLAND 68547.30 
·---·~ ·-··. 
21J TENN. MEMPHIS 6964't.31 
4 _GFORGIA . .ATLANTA 71582.31 
22 _N.C. RALEIGH........... 72220.13 
26 __ . OKLA. TULSA 72539.31 
.... t7 ...... MO. KANSAS G:.... 75765.13 
19 _ ..... : NEBR. LINCOLN 75991,4'+ 
10 ........... NEIJR, OMAHA 7650H .. J8 
6 I NO. INDPLS. 77794.75 
24 OHIO GINN. 01269.69 
9 KANSAS WICHITA 85571.31 
21 ............ NEW YORK. N.Y. 85587.06 
'l ......... ARIZONA PHOFNIX 86643.BB 
.. 0 
27 ............ PA. PHILA. 86016,94 
2H ...... P'A. PITT. 901t47.13 
10 -·---·--- . KY. _LOU)SV!L 91662,19 
3l __________ TE XAS .. DALLAS 93 54 7. 3 B 
... ____ 23 ............ ~~0HIO. . .... CLEVELAN_ 94045.50 
ll .......... MICH. 'DETROIT 9409't.3B 
. 33 ................ WI SC. . Mi\'DISCN 95504.31 
3 ........... COLO, ... _ ..... DENVER 97123.63 
30 .................. TEXAS HOUSTON 102476,63 
36 ____ S.D. SOUIX FA 106286.00 
34 WISC. M'tLWAUKE, 1069'•3• 75 
12 MICH. KALAMAZO 107471.50 
8 IOWA C. fllUFF 1'23690.31 
5 ILL. CHICAGO· 123853.2~ 
7 IOWA DeS MO!N. 126073.00 
39 . WASH. SPOKANE 133820,80 
35 N.D. FARGO l35648,l3 
20 N.MEXICO ALDUQUE~ 141465,06 
3B WASH. SEATTLE 142152.44 
2 CALIF. L.A. l.'t't238.3l 
t3 ......... MINN. . ST. PliLiL 1553'•6•'•4 
14 MINN. MPLS. 1,50327.88 
41 MONTANA BfLLINGS t65377.4'• 
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